Truth Finding
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So much is found.
So much is made.
So much is destroyed.
So much is saved.

So
Much
Is
Truth.

The act of kindness is now in a day,
Something Physical you can measure.
The act of kindness is a simplicity that was made and destroyed.

And now it needs to be saved,
And found.

Kindness was MADE, when people knew it was one of the many things that kept this,
"Idea of a word"
In balance.

Kindness was destroyed when people broke the things that Once connected us.
You and me?

Kindness was found when we realized that the only thing we have in
This Physical world is
Ourselves, Each other, and God.

Finding the truth?

Kindness was saved,
Simply when you saved.
Truth finding in God is something we ALL know,
But we
Simply
chose not to,
Simply,
Choose.

Live in Kindness to yourself
and others so you realize
Love, Affection, and Life isn’t as complex
As you want it to be.

Simplicity.

You are made, and destroyed.
And now found and Saved.